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Abstract
Detecting regularities and extracting patterns is a vital skill to organize complex information in our environments. Statistical
learning, a process where we detect regularities by attending to relationships between cues in our environment, contributes to
knowledge acquisition across myriad domains. However, less is known about how emotional cues—specifically facial configurations of emotion—influence statistical learning. Here, we tested two pre-registered aims to advance knowledge about emotional signals and statistical learning: (1) we examined statistical learning in the context of emotional compared to non-emotional
information, and (2) we assessed how emotional congruency (i.e., whether facial stimuli conveyed the same, or different
emotions) influenced regularity extraction. We demonstrated statistical learning in the context of emotional signals. Further,
we showed that statistical learning occurs more efficiently in the context of emotional faces. We also established that congruent
cues benefited an online measure of statistical learning, but had varied effects when statistical learning was assessed via postexposure recognition test. The results shed light on how affective signals influence well-studied cognitive skills and address a
knowledge gap about how cue congruency impacts statistical learning, including how emotional cues might guide predictions in
our social world.
Keywords Emotion . Statistical learning . Congruency . Facial expressions

Detecting regularities and extracting patterns is critical for
making sense of complex environments. This skill, referred
to as statistical learning, helps us to track, organize, and make
predictions about auditory, visual, and tactile cues (see Frost
et al., 2015; Krogh et al., 2013; Santolin & Saffran, 2018;
Siegelman et al., 2017 for reviews). Specifically, the ability
to notice sequential patterns of co-occurrence (i.e., things that
occur together) helps to guide attention, form representations,
make inferences, and predict future events (Sherman et al.,
2020). For example, after participants viewed sequential triplets of emotion-evoking images, they were better at recognizing negative (e.g., soldier with gun) and positive (e.g., cute
baby) image sequences than neutral image sequences (e.g.,
boy playing chess; Everaert et al., 2020). However, evoking
emotion is only one route through which social information
could promote statistical learning. No prior studies have
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explored statistical learning in relation to one of the most
frequently utilized social inputs that adults encounter—
emotional facial signals (Barrett et al., 2019; Zebrowitz,
2017). Prior work has emphasized “supervised” learning of
emotions that requires explicit instruction (e.g., language or
labeling; Hoemann et al., 2019). However, facial emotion
cues are incredibly complex (i.e., over 40 muscles in the human face), vary based on anatomy and expressivity style of an
individual, and can be influenced by cultural or situational
norms. Synthesizing, detecting signal, and making predictions
from these stimuli present a major challenge to social agents.
Thus, perceivers may need to rely on unsupervised learning
mechanisms suited for contexts in which there are many and
varied stimuli.
Beginning in infancy, faces dominate early visual input
(Smith et al., 2018), give cues about the environment
(Mumme et al., 1996; Sorce et al., 1985), and provide information about how to interact with the physical world (Moses
et al., 2001; Patzwald et al., 2018). Facial cues impact learning, at least partly, by directly evoking an emotional response
(e.g., fear to avoid environmental threats; Sorce et al., 1985;
Everaert et al., 2020). However, learners could use “emotion
as information” in the absence of having an emotional response evoked. That is, emotion cues could also provide
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epistemic signals to guide learning (Wu et al., 2021). Thus,
studies are needed to test the hypothesis that facial cues of
emotion represent a mechanism that promotes statistical learning in social contexts, which could contribute to a growing
body of research that has explored how social cues influence
learning and inferences made through repeated social interactions (Gweon, 2021; Wu et al., 2021), including reward learning (Plate et al., 2021), exploration (Wu & Gweon, 2021), and
curiosity (Dubey et al., 2021). One prior study investigated
sequential statistical learning of emotional face signals, finding that infants track associations between emotive cues and
subsequent behavior (social partners looking towards each
other; Mermier et al., 2022). This evidence implicates an early
role for statistical learning in the domain of interpersonal emotion communication.
At the same time, statistical learning in socioemotional
contexts is complicated because learners have to discern regularities from an array of perceptual features and the relevant
features and regularities among those features are often unlabeled (Ruba & Repacholi, 2020). Many features influence
what learners attend to, but little research has investigated
whether regularities are tracked in the emotion domain (see
Ruba et al., 2022). Further, although people typically exhibit
emotional responses consistent with the communicative context (Gergely & Király, 2019), there can be variability in expressivity within a single learning environment (e.g., classroom or office). That is, people can provide different emotional signals because of individual differences in expressivity
(Niedenthal et al., 2017) or to “hide” or convey an expression
that differs from their internal state (Ekman & Friesen, 1975).
In terms of statsitical learning, the presence of emotion cues
that conflict with the social context could impede learning.
Alternatively, incongruent emotional cues could evoke surprise and signal need for greater attention to evaluate potentially unseen information (Wu et al., 2017). These competing
predictions highlight the need for studies that explore how
learners interpret and learn from incongruent emotion cues
(Wu et al., 2021). Outside the domain of facial expressions
of emotion, incongruency impedes statistical learning (e.g.,
when audio and visual streams of triplets misalign;
Glicksohn & Cohen, 2013), whereas congruent cues enhance
statistical learning (e.g., when audio and visual streams of
triplets align; Glicksohn & Cohen, 2013; Mitchel & Weiss,
2014). However, no prior research has investigated the effects
of emotional congruency conveyed through facial expressions
of emotion on statistical learning.
In the current study, we aimed to better understand how
emotion signals, specifically facial configurations of emotion,
impact statistical learning. Our task featured images of emotional faces (happy, angry, sad, fearful) organized into triplets,
following classic statistical learning designs (e.g., Everaert
et al., 2020; Saffran et al., 1996). Leveraging a wellestablished paradigm allowed us to contextualize findings

within the statistical learning literature more broadly. We
assessed online statistical learning via reaction times to
clicking on the second and third images of the triplet relative
to the first image (Siegelman et al., 2018). We also quantified
statistical learning using a recognition measure to assess
whether participants identified triplets they had viewed in an
exposure stream relative to novel, “foil” triplets at the end of
the experiment. We hypothesized that participants would evidence statistical learning in the context of emotional faces, as
shown through their reaction times and on the recognition test.
Second, we explored whether emotion cues (versus social
information more broadly) affect statistical learning, by including a comparison condition where participants viewed
triplets of neutral facial expressions. We hypothesized that
statistical learning would be enhanced in the context of emotional faces relative to the comparison condition. Third, we
investigated the impact of congruency on statistical learning in
the context of emotional faces by including triplets in which
models either depicted the same emotion (congruent) or two
different emotions (incongruent). Accordingly, we include a
comparison condition where participants were shown triplets
of abstract shapes that also included congruent (all one color)
or incongruent (two colors) information within triplets. We
hypothesized that congruent information would facilitate statistical learning and that incongruent emotional information
would impair statistical learning.

Method
The study was preregistered at: https://aspredicted.org/
mp9du.pdf. The experiment, de-identified dataset, and
analysis script are on Open Science Framework
(https://osf.io/gc3u5/ see Supplemental Materials for
information regarding “Analysis Tools”).

Participants
Participants were 327 adults (191 female, 131 male, 1
selected “other” to describe gender, 3 indicated “prefer
not to say”; Mage = 20.00 years, SDage = 1.76 years; 89
Asian, 25 Black or African American, 24 Hispanic or
Latinx, 21 Multiracial, 167 White) who were recruited
from an undergraduate subject pool at a large university
in the Northeast region of the USA. All participants provided informed consent and received course credit for their
participation. The Institutional Review Board approved the
research.

Design
Participants were randomly assigned to complete one of the
three task conditions: emotional face (n=108; 66 female, 41
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male, 1 indicated “prefer not to say”; Mage = 19.78 years, SDage =
1.33 years; 31 Asian, 9 Black or African American, 8 Hispanic or
Latinx, 6 Multiracial, 54 White), neutral face (n=108; 66 female,
40 male, 1 indicated “prefer not to say”; Mage = 20.00 years,
SDage = 2.10 years; 25 Asian, 12 Black or African American, 9
Hispanic or Latinx, 8 Multiracial, 53 White), or shape (n=111;
59 female, 50 male, 1 selected “other” to describe gender, 1
indicated “prefer not to say”; Mage = 20.22 years, SDage = 1.75
years; 33 Asian, 4 Black or African American, 7 Hispanic or
Latinx, 7 Multiracial, 60 White). Participant age (p = .18), gender
(p = .36), and race (p = .76) did not differ by condition. The
G*Power calculation for three predictors (condition, congruence,
and time) assuming a small effect (small effect size chosen based
on Siegelman et al., 2018 reporting an R2 of 0.23 for their online
statistical learning measure) recommended a sample size of 77
for each condition, which we exceeded (i.e., to allow for the
possibility of exclusions).
Triplet Design Stimuli (i.e., individual images of faces or
shapes, see below) in the emotional face and shape conditions
were randomly assigned to an emotion/color (Figure 1 A and
B). These stimuli were also randomly assigned to a triplet with
the constraint that two triplets be congruent (i.e., each image in
the triplet has the same emotion/color) and two triplets be
incongruent (i.e., defined as the first image in the triplet being
of a different emotion/color than the second and third images).
(Note: within valence emotions were allowed within incongruent triplets and we report the results of analyzing the effects
of valence in the Supplemental Materials.) In the neutral face
condition, the stimuli were randomly assigned to triplets
(Figure 1C). Triplets were then randomized to create a continuous stream with the constraint that the same triplet could not
appear twice in a row across 48 triplet presentations.

Stimuli and Materials
Face Stimuli We selected twelve models each producing four
facial configurations (happy, angry, fearful, and sad) from
RADIATE, a validated stimulus set that includes a diverse
representation of models (Conley et al., 2018; Tottenham
et al., 2009). Models in the stimulus set were provided instructions for how to create each facial configuration and were
given time to practice their expression using a mirror (see
Conley et al., 2018 for details). We included four White, four
Black, two Asian, and two Hispanic models that were balanced for gender. The neutral face from each model was included for the neutral face condition.
We purposefully selected images for emotions that reliably
belonged to a particular category of emotion and that were
distinct from each other. Thus, we could ensure that stimuli
in the emotional face condition were separable from those in
the neutral face condition and that the emotions were distinguishable within incongruent triplets. Our selection of models

Fig. 1 Example triplet configurations for the emotional face (A), shape
(B), and neutral face (C) conditions. Note: Relations within triplets are p =
1 and relations between triplets are p = .33. Triplets are outlined in green
and yellow here for illustration purposes only; there were no cues—other
than the probabilistic relations—to the triplets for participants. Face stimuli are from the RADIATE stimulus set (Conley et al., 2018; Tottenham
et al., 2009)

was narrowed using validation ratings from RADIATE set to
include those with Kappa >.59 for at least one expression of
happy, sad, fear, and angry (open or closed mouth).
Convergence across stimuli indicated that open-mouthed happy (Kappa range=.74–.98), angry (Kappa range=.62–.97), and
fear (Kappa range=.60–.85) and closed-mouthed sad (Kappa
range=.60–.90) faces had the best reliability. When comparing
models that fit criteria, our final selection of models was those
with the highest average proportion correct identification rating: AF07 (.89), AM04 (.83), BF06 (.74), BF10 (.73), BM03
(.82), BM04 (.88), HF02 (.94), HM09 (.76), WF02 (.89),
WF14 (.85), WM02 (.81), and WM04 (.82).
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Shape Stimuli Shape stimuli were adapted from prior research
(Schapiro et al., 2012). Twelve unique stimuli were edited in
Procreate to create four versions delineated by color (blue,
pink, yellow, and orange). There were two border designs
added to the stimuli (characterized by a smooth line and a
jagged line). The border varied across stimuli but was not
systematically manipulated within the task (i.e., similar to
model gender in face conditions). Although facial and notfacial stimuli cannot be fully equated, the images were complex designs that included many features that learners could
attempt to track in addition to color and specific image (e.g.,
border, design elements), thus maximizing their utility use as a
contrast condition. As in daily living environments, there are
myriad features that learners could attend to, and we attempted
to include stimuli (in all conditions) with a number of these
features in order for participants to have to glean the regularities over time.

Procedure
Participants completed the task online. In an initial exposure phase, participants viewed one stimulus at a time.
They were instructed to notice any co-occurrences and told
that they would be tested at the end (see Arciuli et al.,
2014 and Siegelman & Frost, 2015 for discussion of
explicit instructions in statistical learning paradigms. We
included these instructions to maintain consistency with
Siegelman et al., 2018). Participants clicked on each image
to proceed to the next, advancing the task at their own
pace (participants saw 144 images in total; i.e., 48 triplet
presentations).
Next, participants completed a testing phase in which they
viewed streams of three images and were asked whether the
streams were familiar or novel. This phase included three
types of triplets: “Target triplets” were the exact four triplets
viewed during the exposure phase. “Foil triplets” included the
images from triplets presented in the exposure phase, but in a
novel order. Specifically, images in foil triplets had the same
position to that from the exposure phase, but were combined
with two new images (e.g., if exposure phase triplets were
ABC, DEF, and GHI, then a test foil triplet could be AEI).
“Part-triplets” had the same images in positions 2 and 3 as
those presented in the exposure phase but were combined with
a different position 1 image (e.g., a part-triplet from the example above might be AHI). There were four target triplets presented during the exposure phase. Thus, we included four foil
triplets and four part-triplets during the recognition testing
phase. Each triplet was presented three times (in a random
order) for a total of 36 test trials. The dependent variable
was whether the participant identified the triplet as familiar
or novel. Target triplets were familiar to the participant (i.e.,
they had been seen during the exposure phase) and foil triplets
and part-triplets were novel.

Analyses
Preprocessing Six participants were excluded based on reaction time (RT) criteria (±3 SD of sample mean; preregistered).
Trials that exceeded ± 2 SD from individual participant means
were trimmed to the cutoff value (3% of trials; preregistered).
We used an online measure of “Statistical Learning
Performance” based on prior research (SLP; Siegelman
et al., 2018). Statistical Learning Performance was calculated
by subtracting the mean log RT of stimuli in the second and
third positions of triplets from the log RT of the stimulus in the
first position of the triplets. For example, for a given triplet,
ABC, Statistical Learning Performance would be calculated as
logRT(A)-logRT(mean(B,C)). We log-transformed RT and
used a measure that calculated RT differences within participants to reduce concerns about device-related RT effects in
our online sample (as discussed in Siegelman et al., 2018).
Accordingly, we obtained a measure of Statistical Learning
Performance for each of the 48 triplet presentations.
Scores greater than 0 reflect learning of the statistical patterns
via a relative increase of reaction time speed within, as compared to between, triplets. Calculating Statistical Learning
Performance for each triplet presentation allowed us to examine statistical learning across trials.
Deviations from Preregistration Upon visualization of the data, we observed two patterns that required changes to our
preregistered analyses. First, to make claims about differences
in learning, we included time (i.e., triplet trial number) as a
predictor in all analyses of the exposure phase. Including time
was specified for some, but not all, analyses in the preregistration (note: a lag followed participants having to click to start
the experiment; thus, we excluded trial 1 from analyses to
reduce any artificial inflation of Statistical Learning
Performance). Second, the patterns across time were not linear
(Figure 2). Specifically, the shapes of the curves across conditions and time differed, with a peak at trial 28. To address
this issue, we examined the data in two halves: an initial period (trials 2–28, “initial learning period”) and a second experimental period (trials 29–48, “later learning period”). We
concentrate our presentation of the results based on dividing
the data in this way. However, the results from all
preregistered analyses are available in the Supplemental
Materials (“Complete Preregistered Analyses”) and are largely consistent with the results presented in the manuscript.
Models Assessed To test whether participants showed evidence of statistical learning in the context of emotional faces
during the exposure phase, we regressed Statistical Learning
Performance on time for the initial and later learning periods.
Next, we examined whether the congruence of the triplets
influenced statistical learning in the emotional face and shape
conditions (because the neutral face condition only included
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were Bonferroni-adjusted to account for multiple
comparisons).

Results
Participants Show Online Evidence of Statistical
Learning with Emotional Faces

Fig. 2 Statistical Learning Performance by trial and condition. Note:
Error bars are standard error and points are averages by triplet trial
number and condition

congruent trials). For the initial and later learning periods, we
regressed Statistical Learning Performance on the interaction
between condition (shape=−.5, emotion=.5), congruence (incongruent=−.5, congruent=.5), and time (i.e., trial number,
mean-centered), and all lower order effects (i.e., main effects
of condition, congruence, time, and the two-way interactions).
We included a by-participant random intercept and byparticipant random slopes for congruence and time. We further investigated the effect of congruency to better understand
whether congruent information improved statistical learning.
We compared Statistical Learning Performance for congruent
triplets in the emotional face and shape conditions versus the
neutral face condition, which did not have contrasting congruent and incongruent triplet information. For each the initial
and later learning phases, we regressed Statistical Learning
Performance for congruent triplets on condition (emotional
face as referent), time (mean-centered), and their interaction
with a by-participant random slope for time.
In addition to online statistical learning, we used a recognition test at the end of the experiment. Using a logistic mixedeffects model to take advantage of multiple test trials, we
regressed participant responses (“familiar”=1, “not familiar”=0) on condition (emotional face condition as referent),
trial type (target, part-triplet, foil; part-triplet as referent), and
their interaction. We included a by-participant random intercept and a by-participant random slope for trial type. We also
conducted a one-way ANOVA to assess accuracy (defined as
indicating that target triplets were familiar and foil triplets and
part-triplets were novel) across conditions (pairwise contrasts

First, we examined whether there was evidence of statistical
learning in the emotional face condition. In the initial learning
period, Statistical Learning Performance increased over time
for the emotional face condition, b = .002, X2(1) = 20.35,
p < .001). For completeness, we also examined the comparison conditions: Statistical Learning Performance did not
change significantly over time for the neutral face condition
(b = −.0003, t = −0.65, p = .519) and decreased for the shape
condition (b = −002, t = −4.41, p < .001). The relationship
between Statistical Learning Performance and time also differed significantly across conditions, X2(2) = 39.84, p < .001;
Figure 2). Namely, in the emotional face condition, Statistical
Learning Performance increased more during the initial learning period compared to the shape and neutral face conditions,
shape vs. emotional face: b = −.003, t = −3.63; neutral face vs.
emotional face: b = −.005, t = −6.29; main effect of condition
was not significant, X2(2) = 1.78, p = .411). Thus, statistical
learning for the initial learning period was greater in the context of emotional faces compared to neutral faces and shapes.
In the later learning period, the relationship Statistical
Learning Performance decreased for the emotional face condition, b = −0.002, X2(1) = 3.93, p = .047, and the neutral face
condition, b = −.003, X2(1) = 12.80, p < .001, but increased in
the shape condition, b = .003, X2(1) = 14.09, p < .001. In line
with these patterns, the interaction between time and condition
was significant, X2(2) = 28.73, p < .001). Statistical Learning
Performance increased more over time in the shape condition
compared to the emotional face, b = .005, t = 4.01, condition,
neutral face vs. emotional face: b = −.001, t = −1.05). Thus,
we found evidence for statistical learning of shapes, but not
emotion or neutral faces, for the later learning period of the
experiment.

Statistical Learning Is Better for Congruent Versus
Incongruent Stimuli
Next, we examined whether congruency influenced statistical
learning in the emotional face and shape conditions. There
was a main effect of congruence, such that Statistical
Learning Performance was higher for congruent triplets; b =
−0.04, X2(1) = 8.69, p = .003. The main effect of congruence
was qualified by an interaction with time for the initial learning period, b = 0.001, X2(1) = 5.21, p = .022; Figure 3, such
that Statistical Learning Performance decreased more over
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Fig. 3 Statistical Learning
Performance by trial and
congruence. Note: Error bars are
standard error and points are
averages by triplet trial number
and condition

time for incongruent, b = .0009, X2(1) = 3.13, p = .08, versus
congruent, b = .0008, X2(1) = 2.48, p = .12 triplets. The interaction was not significant for later learning trials, b = −0.001,
X2(1) = 0.49, p = .483. The three-way interaction between
condition, congruence, and time was not significant for either
learning period (Table 1).

Congruent Emotional Information Facilitates
Statistical Learning
To further understand the role of congruence, we examined
congruent trials only, comparing all three conditions (i.e., neutral face condition was included here since it only contained
congruent triplets). In the initial learning period, the interaction between condition and time was significant, X2(2) =
10.46, p = .005. Participants in the emotional face condition
showed a relative increase in Statistical Learning Performance
for congruent triplets compared to those in the shape and neutral face conditions (shape vs. emotional face: b = −.006, t =
−3.16; neutral face vs. emotional face: b = −.003, t = −2.25),
reflecting the overall pattern described above. There was no

difference between the shape and neutral face conditions (b =
−002, t = −1.04), suggesting that the advantage was specific to
congruent emotional faces.
The interaction between condition and time was also significant in later learning trials, X2(2) = 7.58, p = .02. There was
a relative decrease in Statistical Learning Performance for
congruent triplets in the emotion relative to the shape condition (shape vs. emotional face: b = .008, t = 2.37). However,
there was no difference between the emotion and neutral face
conditions (b = .0002, t = 0.07) and the shape condition increased compared to the neutral face condition (b = .007, t =
2.43). Together, these patterns suggest a protracted learning
trajectory for shapes compared to emotional faces
(Supplemental Materials Table S2 and Figure S1).

Emotional Faces Facilitate Enhanced Specificity in
Identifying Triplets at Test
Finally, we examined whether emotional faces influenced the
ability to distinguish target triplets as familiar compared with
part-triplets and foils. There was a main effect of triplet type,

Table 1 Full model output for effect of condition (shape = −.5, emotional face = .5), congruence (incongruent = −.5, congruent = .5), and time (trial
number, mean centered) on Statistical Learning Performance
Predictors

(Intercept)
Condition
Congruence
Time
Condition-by-Congruence
Condition-by-Time
Congruence-by-Time
Condition-by-Congruence-by-Time

Initial learning period

Later learning period

b

CI

t

p

b

CI

t

p

0.05
0.01
0.04
0
0.03
0
0
0

0.04 to 0.06
−0.01 to 0.04
0.01 to 0.06
−0.00 to 0.00
−0.02 to 0.08
0.00 to 0.01
0.00 to 0.00
−0.00 to 0.00

8.6
1.27
2.95
−0.11
1.1
3.05
2.28
0.82

<0.001
0.205
0.003
0.913
0.273
0.002
0.022
0.412

0.04
0.01
0.02
0
0.06
−0.01
0
0

0.02 to 0.05
−0.03 to 0.04
−0.01 to 0.05
−0.00 to 0.00
−0.00 to 0.12
−0.01 to −0.00
−0.00 to 0.00
−0.01 to 0.00

4.25
0.5
1.32
0.39
1.85
−2.25
−0.7
−1.52

<0.001
0.617
0.188
0.698
0.064
0.024
0.483
0.129
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X2(2) = 161.20, p < .001. Across all conditions, participants
were more likely to identify target triplets as familiar compared to part-triplets (target vs. part-triplet b = 2.22, z =
11.38, OR = 9.23; Figure 4) and were more likely to identify
part-triplets as familiar compared to foil triplets (b = −1.33, z =
−8.26, OR = 0.26), providing evidence for statistical learning.
The main effect of condition was not significant, X2(2) = 5.46,
p = .065. However, there was an interaction between trial type
and condition, X2(4) = 19.80, p < .001. Participants were more
likely to identify target triplets as familiar compared to parttriplets in the emotional face compared to the shape condition
(b = −0.87, z = −3.22, OR = 0.42). There was no difference
between the neutral face and emotional face conditions (b =
−0.40, z = −1.47, OR = 0.67).
Results from a one-way ANOVA comparing accuracy
across conditions indicated higher accuracy in the emotional
face (MeanAccuracy = .68), as compared to shape (MeanAccuracy
= .63) condition, omnibus: F(2, 324) = 3.07, p = .048; emotion vs. shape: t(209.17) = 2.47, padj = .04. There were no
differences in accuracy between the neutral face
(MeanAccuracy = .65) condition and the emotional face or shape
conditions (neutral face vs. emotional face padj = .47, neutral
face vs. shape padj = .95). Together, results establish evidence
for statistical learning of emotional faces using the recognition
measure and show that emotional faces lead to enhanced differentiation between targets and part-triplets.

Exploratory Follow-up Analyses
To better understand performance in the exposure versus test
phases, we ran two exploratory follow-up analyses. First, we
examined target triplets, part-triplets, and foils in the emotional face and shape conditions to test whether congruency influenced test performance. For target triplets, there was a main
effect of congruence, b = 0.98, X2(1) = 12.61, p < .001, OR =
2.68, with participants more likely to accurately identify
Fig. 4 Likelihood of saying that a
triplet was familiar at test. Note:
Points are individual averages,
error bars are ± one standard error.
The effect of triplet type was
significant with differences
between target and part-triplets
and part-triplets and foils.
Additionally, participants were
more likely to identify target triplets as familiar, as compared to
part-triplets, when viewing emotional faces as compared to shapes

congruent targets as familiar. Effects of condition, X2(1) =
2.86, p = .091, and the interaction between condition and
congruence, X2(1) = 0.0005, p = .982 were not significant.
For part-triplets, there were main effects of congruence and
condition, interaction was not significant, X2(1) = 0.03, p =
.860. Here, the main effect of congruence suggested that participants were more likely to misidentify congruent parttriplets as familiar compared to incongruent triplets, b =
0.72, X2(1) = 12.69, p < .001, OR = 2.06. Additionally, participants were more likely to misidentify part-triplets as familiar in the shape versus emotion condition, b = −0.62, X2(1) =
6.75, p = .009, OR = 0.54. For foils (for which there were only
incongruent triplets), there was a marginal effect of condition
suggesting that participants were more likely to misidentify
shape versus emotion foils as familiar, b = −1.08, X2(1) = 3.30,
p = .069, OR = 0.34.
Second, we tested whether Statistical Learning Performance
during exposure related to test performance by regressing the
likelihood of identifying targets as familiar on the interaction
between condition, Statistical Learning Performance during exposure, and congruence, with a by-participant random intercept
and by-participant random slope for congruence. The effect of
Statistical Learning Performance was significant, b = 4.07,
X2(1) = 9.49, p = .002, OR = 58.73, suggesting that better online
Statistical Learning Performance was associated with higher
accuracy at test. The interaction between Statistical Learning
Performance and congruence was also significant, indicating a
stronger relationship between Statistical Learning Performance
and accuracy for congruent triplets, b = 7.39, X2(1) = 8.85, p =
.003, OR = 1625.78; Figure S2. There was no effect of condition (p > .20; see Supplemental Materials Table S3 for full
model output). To test whether the relationship between
Statistical Learning Performance and accuracy at test held for
all three conditions, we examined the simple correlation between Statistical Learning Performance and accuracy in the
neutral face condition, which was significant (r = .22,
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p = .02). Additionally, there was no interaction with condition
in the model when all three conditions were included, X2(2) =
1.59, p = .45, indicating consistency of the relationship across
conditions.

Discussion
In a paradigm using emotional facial cues, we provide evidence for statistical learning. We extend prior literature
(Everaert et al., 2020) and establish statistical learning of emotional faces using both an online measure of statistical learning
and a post-exposure, recognition measure. We find evidence
suggesting an advantage of emotional faces for tracking underlying patterns relative to neutral faces or shapes. Unlike
prior research (i.e., Everaert et al., 2020), our stimuli were
not intended to provoke strong or conscious emotional reactions in participants. Thus, our findings are consistent with
recent evidence suggesting that individuals use “emotion as
information” (Wu et al., 2021) to guide learning of their physical and social environments and that the distribution of facial
signals can guide social inference (Dotsch et al., 2016).
Our results raise the possibility that different stimuli are
related to different trajectories of learning: evidence of learning occurred earlier in the experiment for emotional faces
whereas evidence of learning occurred later for shapes.
Emotion cues may especially be useful early on, when
learners attempt to resolve ambiguity or uncertainty in the
learning environment (Clément & Dukes, 2017; Walle et al.,
2017). This idea is consistent with the somewhat surprising
finding that Statistical Learning Performance actually decreased for emotional faces in the latter half of the experiment,
which may be explained by participants having already
learned the associations. Together, results suggest that emotional signals enhance statistical learning, raising the possibility that the social context provides an environment that can
uniquely facilitate one type of learning that is essential for
understanding, and making inferences about, the world
(Aslin, 2017). An exciting future direction is to explore individual differences, which have been shown both in terms of
attention to statistical information (Hanson et al., 2017; Harms
et al., 2018; Van de Cruys et al., 2013, 2014) and use of
emotional cues (e.g., Chaplin & Cole, 2005).
In addition to the overall effects of emotional faces on
statistical learning, we found that congruency benefited statistical learning. Congruency facilitated initial statistical learning, and higher statistical learning of congruent triplets was
associated with higher accuracy at test. However, the effects
of congruency at test were not entirely straightforward. While
congruency improved participants’ ability to correctly identify
target triplets as familiar, congruent part-triplets were more
readily misidentified as familiar. Therefore, congruency may
be associated with a familiarity bias more generally, and could

potentially mislead a learner to infer patterns that are inconsistent with patterns in the environment. More research is
needed to understand the role of congruency of facial cues
for statistical learning. For example, we defined congruency
based only on the specific emotion conveyed, but congruency
could also be defined in terms of perceptual features (e.g.,
open or closed mouth; congruence between face and body
postures, Meeren et al., 2005) or cross modal cues (e.g.,
vocalizations; Dolan et al., 2001). The level at which congruency is defined has the potential to influence its impact on
statistical learning, particularly whether incongruence leads
to confusion or evokes greater attentional orientating in service of exploration (Wu et al., 2017).
Our results should be considered alongside several limitations. First, we used static visual images of posed facial configurations of emotion thereby limiting ecological validity and
minimizing granularity and depth of emotion signals (Atias
et al., 2019; Barrett et al., 2019; Schirmer & Adolphs, 2017).
To maximize reliability of the emotions captured in our stimuli, we also mixed closed and open mouth facial displays. In
doing so, we may have inadvertently introduced additional
perceptual differences across stimuli that impacted results.
Nevertheless, we still found evidence that even relatively
pared down emotional signals impacted statistical learning,
supporting the idea that emotion can be viewed as an important informational signal that is not solely reliant on a robust
emotional reaction in the learner. Future studies are needed to
explore how other emotional information (e.g., vocalizations)
contribute to evaluations of congruency—as emotion cues can
be congruent (happy face and happy vocalization) or incongruent (happy face and sad vocalization) both within and
across individuals (see Wu et al., 2017). Related to this point,
we focused on sequential cues to capture one aspect of emotion environments. Future research could explore simultaneous cues within facial displays (e.g., by varying facial action
units consistently or inconsistently with prototypical emotion
signals).
Second, by using faces, participants may have tracked patterns using a strategy of “naming” the models. We attempted
to mitigate this concern by including a neutral face condition,
and there was no difference between the emotional and neutral
face conditions in terms of accuracy. Thus, it is possible that
facial cues in general confer some advantage. This idea aligns
with evidence in perceptual learning of faster learning of facial
stimuli, which may be the due to the familiarity or complexity
of the stimuli (Fine & Jacobs, 2002). Exposure to specific
individuals (Heron-Delaney et al., 2011; Tanaka et al., 2013)
or emotions (Pollak et al., 2009) can also influence perceptual
learning and affect visual expertise in perceptual categorization (Bukach et al., 2006; Tanaka et al., 2005). Thus, to the
extent to which we observed similarities between the emotion
and face conditions (i.e., in the test phase), we could look to
perceptual expertise as a potential mechanism (Curby &
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Gauthier, 2010; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). Accounting for familiarity and complexity is one challenge when it comes to
comparing facial and non-facial stimuli. Research may also
need to account for perceptual differences (e.g., visual angle
of the stimuli) in a more controlled testing environment that is
not online.
Finally, we asked participants to attend to patterns in our
instructions (“Some images tend to follow each other. Your task
is to try and notice these co-occurrences”). While the instructions
are consistent with previous research (Siegelman et al., 2018)
and did not differ across conditions, we provided a task-related
goal that may limit our knowledge of whether participants would
have picked up on the patterns without any prior expectation
that there were relationships between the stimuli.
In sum, we provide evidence of statistical learning in the
context of emotional faces, highlighting a potential mechanism for how individuals discern patterns in a social world.
These findings build on prior literature that has leveraged
different domains (e.g., language, color sequences) to demonstrate that tracking patterns of co-occurrence influences the
inferences we make to understand our complex environments.
Here, we find that emotional faces may enhance our ability to
notice such patterns, thereby supporting learning in
socioemotional environments. Our findings inform how emotion signals may enhance in-the-moment learning and sharpen
a domain general skill for use in social contexts, laying the
foundation for understanding the complexity of how we adjust
to our dynamic social world.
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